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Abstract

Statistical models for fruit detectability were developed to provide insights
into preferable variable configurations for better robotic harvesting perfor-
mance.The methodology includes several steps: definition of controllable and
measurable variables, a data acquisition protocol design, data processing, def-
inition of performance measures and statistical modeling procedures. Given
the controllable and measurable variables, a data acquisition protocol is de-
fined to allow adequate variation in the variables, and determine the dataset
size to ensure significant statistical analyses. Performance measures are de-
fined for each combination of controllable and measurable variables identi-
fied in the protocol. Descriptive statistics of the measures allow insights into
preferable configurations of controllable variables given the measurable vari-
ables values. The statistical model is performed by back-elimination Poisson
regression with a loglink function process. A spatial and temporal analysis
is performed. The methodology was applied to develop statistical models
for sweet pepper (Capsicum annuum) detectability and revealed best view-
points. 1312 images acquired from 10-14 viewpoints for 56 scenes were col-
lected in commercial greenhouses, using an eye-in-hand configuration of a
6 DOF manipulator equipped with an RGB sensor and an illumination rig.
Three databases from different sweet-pepper varieties were collected from dif-
ferent growing seasons. Target detectability highly depends on the imaging
acquisition distance and the sensing system tilt. A minimum of 12 training
scenes are necessary to discover the statistically significant spatial variables.
Better prediction was achieved at the beginning of the season with slightly
better prediction achieved in a temporal split of training and testing sets.
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Fruit detectability

1. Introduction1

Despite intensive R&D on harvesting robots, to date no commercial har-2

vesting robot exists [1]. One major limitation of current developments is3

the low detection rates of around 87% [1] caused by the complex and highly4

variable agricultural environment.5

Most robotic harvesters are equipped with a vision sensor in an eye-in-hand6

configuration [1]. Current agricultural robotics detection algorithms usually7

use a single preset viewpoint [2, 3, 1], however since single viewpoint visibil-8

ity is limited [4, 5] multiple viewpoints are necessary to improved detection9

rates. Since cycle times are critical [1] it is important to direct the robot to10

a minimum number of viewpoints that can provide maximal detectability.11

The search for an optimal viewpoint has been extensively investigated in12

many fields [6, 7, 8, 9]. However, the high scene variability in a harvesting13

application, which is inherent to the biological nature of the scene, reduces14

the ability to calculate a-priori the best viewpoints due to the very limited15

geometric information about the scene. The complexity of the fruit detection16

task is due to the unstructured and dynamic nature of both the objects and17

the environment [2, 3, 10, 11]: fruits have a high inherent variability in size,18

shape, texture, and location; in addition, occlusion and variable illumination19

conditions significantly influence the detection performance. This research20

aims to determine the dependency of detectability on the chosen viewpoint,21

and to analyze the temporal and spatial relations between consecutive scenes.22

The proposed methodology for developing statistical prediction models of23

fruit detectability for vision based robotic harvesters enables to prove corre-24

lations between controllable and measurable variables and the detectability25

performance measures, providing insights into preferable configurations for26

better robotic harvesting performance.27

The chapter starts with a literature survey of common practices in de-28

tectability and visibility research. Section 3 outlines a methodology for view-29

point detectability modeling and definition of performance measures. It aims30

to present the minimum size of training sets for which the suggested control-31

lable variables are still found to be significant and therefore will lead to a32

correct sensing plan that will increase detectability. Section 4 presents the33

results of application of the proposed methods on a case study database of34
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Capsicum annuum (sweet peppers). Section 5 outlines the drawn conclu-35

sions.36

2. Background37

2.1. Detectability and visibility38

Current agricultural robotic detection algorithms aim to maximize the39

true positive rate and minimize the true negative rate [12]. The standard pro-40

cedure applied in the computer vision community for defining true positive41

and true negative rates is labeling images [13]. The labeling process includes42

either a bounding box or pixel-wise labeling resulting in segmented image43

into areas representing the targets and the background. This is performed44

by annotators reviewing the images for unlimited amount of time [14, 13]. In45

some cases the annotators are requested to classify the targets annotations46

into fully revealed targets, partially occluded targets and truncated targets47

[15]. The labels are often used both as a training set of supervised learning48

algorithms as well as a benchmark for the detection algorithms.49

However, the annotation of a single image is not sufficient for object de-50

tectability within a scene. The number of targets within the scene is defined51

as the ground truth. The common procedure for obtaining detectability52

ground truth is placing several sensors that simultaneously sense the same53

scene and then combining and annotating the joint number of targets in the54

scene [16, 13]. By doing so, a benchmark of joint detectability using vision55

sensors is generated. The placement of the sensors in a way that covers the56

whole operational area is critical for proper ground truth acquisition, pro-57

viding detection of all targets relevant to the robotic task (e.g., reachable by58

the robotic manipulator, to be avoided by an autonomous vehicle).59

An alternative type of ground truth, that has been used for agricultural60

applications [1, 4], and some SLAM applications [17] is the visibility ground61

truth. Visibility in robotic harvesting is defined as The visible part of a fruit62

in an image expressed as a percentage of total fruit area which would be63

seen in an image without occlusion [4]. To obtain the visibility ground truth64

an in-field human observer manually counts the actual number of targets in65

the scene. The visibility analysis compares between targets manually labeled66

from the vision system to the actual number of targets present within the67

scene. This allows a visibility benchmark given sensors capable of detecting68

targets occluded by other objects in the scene. While it is an important69

analysis for evaluating the final performance of a robotic harvester, it does70
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not provide a true benchmark for vision-based robots that cannot see-through71

obstacles.72

Furthermore, it is limited in the number of data that can be analyzed since73

it requires accurate counting of all fruit in the analyzed scenes. Reported74

numbers should be separated into two fruits that grow on trees with high75

density of targets on a single plant (e.g., citrus or apple trees) and fruits that76

grow on stems, where the density of fruits in a scene is low (e.g., peppers,77

cucumbers, eggplants). The latest research groups in the field report a 40-78

150 targets for apple trees [18, 19], 150-900 targets for citrus trees [20, 21];79

although these numbers are relatively high they do not enable systematic80

statistical modeling since they represent data from 1-2 trees. The quantity81

of ground truth drops significantly for low density crops with 60-200 targets82

for cucumbers [22, 23] and 40 targets for eggplants [24].83

To develop a statistical modeling methodology for determining the opti-84

mal viewpoints and the fruit detectability a dynamic protocol that defines85

the changes in environmental and hardware conditions must be repeated a86

sufficient number of times for each condition combination. This requires a87

large database. In order for the protocol to be performed autonomously,88

without human intervention, the ground truth gathering should be auto-89

mated. Current algorithms'detection rates are low and hence, do not allow90

automatic detection to be treated as ground truth. Therefore, the common91

practice for ground truth acquisition protocols is based on manual process-92

ing of images acquired. As a result the models presented in this research93

focus on detectability modelling. The detectability ground truth is gathered94

by manual evaluation of all viewpoints from a given scene to determine the95

overall number of targets detectable in the scene.96

Most robotic harvesters are equipped with a vision sensor in an eye-in-97

hand configuration [1]. Some harvesters include additional sensors such as98

RGB-D cameras, or dual cameras used both on the robotic manipulator99

and the robotic cart statically placed within the greenhouse lane [25, 26,100

1]. Due to the dynamic nature of the agricultural scene sensor fusion is101

highly unreliable for localization of the harvesting targets [25]. Additional102

sensors also increase the overall complexity and price of the robotic harvester.103

Therefore, additional static sensors are uncommon and usually vision based104

robotic harvesting relies on a single sensor placed on the robotic manipulator105

[25, 1]. A subset of viewpoints is chosen to perform detection at each scene.106

The viewpoints are reached by the robotic manipulator equipped with a107

camera. At each viewpoint an image is captured followed by its analysis.108
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Each additional viewpoint requires additional travel time by the manipulator109

and additional computational time of the image processing. Therefore, the110

number of viewpoints should be minimized.111

2.2. Viewpoints analysis112

A viewpoint can be described as a set of geometric and optical sensing113

parameters [27]. The geometric parameters are the six degrees of freedom114

representation of the position and pose of the sensor while the optical param-115

eters depend on the lens setting (e.g., focal length, field of view). The process116

of a best viewpoint search mostly depends on how much a-priori geometrical117

information about the scene is available [9].118

The search for an optimal viewpoint has been extensively investigated in119

many fields, such as computational geometry [28, 9], graph drawing [28], and120

multi-camera stereo vision [29]. In robotics applications optimal viewpoint121

analyses have been investigated for motion planning [28], grasping [30], and122

medical intervention planning [31]. Most research aims to calculate a global123

optimal placement of sensors (usually a camera), to maximize detection,124

mutual information, or some other cost function appropriate in the given125

application. These methods often rely on generating image-based models126

from scenes with known [7], or unknown [8] geometry, for RGB [7] or TOF127

[32] cameras.128

In agricultural robotics most work to date reported on object detectability129

[33, 1, 11, 5], and relied on detection from a single viewpoint. A next best130

viewpoint algorithm for leaf segmentation on data acquired from pots in131

the lab has been proposed [32, 6]. Manual analyses of 30 sweet pepper132

plants revealed that only 40-60% of the fruit present in the field of view are133

visible from a single viewpoint, by a human observer [4]. Similar research on134

citrus harvesting [5] for a total number of 5 trees reported a combination of135

viewpoints raises the detectability from 40-70% to 80-90%. Hence, multiple136

viewpoints are necessary to overcome the detection rate bottleneck limiting137

harvesting performance.138

The number of necessary viewpoints depends on the expected system139

variability. The variability is caused by the object, environment and robotic140

variability. The object variability is a characteristic of the biological inher-141

ent variability, in addition to the variation caused by the different growing142

and environmental conditions, resulting in differences in size, color, shape,143

location and texture of the targets. The environment variability includes144

unstructured obstacle locations (e.g., leaves, branches) and changing lighting145
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conditions (e.g., daylight, night light, bright sun, shadows), which depend on146

the time and location and directly affect the detection performance. Hence,147

the quality of target detection often relies on the presence of artificial illu-148

mination [34, 27]. The specific robotic system modules used (the sensors,149

illumination and manipulator design, including degrees of freedom, dimen-150

sions and controls) also affect the detection performance. While the object151

variability and environment variability may be supported by botanical mod-152

els to some extent, their combination with the unpredictable and dynamic153

lighting conditions (e.g., sun direction, clouds), the growing conditions (e.g.,154

climate, weather, cultivar, density of plants) and the robotic system (spe-155

cific sensors, illumination, robot) makes it difficult, if not impossible, to156

develop an analytical model to predict fruit detectability. When analyzing157

detectability it is important to measure also the degree of exposure of the158

peppers. Fully revealed peppers are easier to be detected for current detec-159

tion algorithms [4], and fully revealed peppers are easier to be localized for160

grasping [35]. Therefore, each viewpoint should also receive a weighted score161

that gives more weight to views including fully revealed targets than to views162

with partially occluded or truncated targets.163

For efficient robotic harvesting more than 90% visibility is necessary [36].164

Since cycle times are critical [1] it is important to direct the robot to a min-165

imum number of viewpoints that can provide maximal detectability. This166

research is directed by the concept that by developing a fruit detectability sta-167

tistical model, the detectability for a given set of conditions can be predicted168

enabling to select the best-fit viewpoints for the particular environmental169

conditions and hardware. By determining the minimal training set size used170

for prediction of detectability, one can define how often the detectability pre-171

diction model should be re-trained given changes in the environment (e.g.,172

growing practices, season/time of day) and operating conditions (e.g., robot,173

camera, illumination). A larger training set will require less often re-training174

however, will less fit the dynamic changes. To the best of our knowledge,175

this is the first attempt to statistically model detectability for harvesting176

robotics. The determination of the best-fit viewpoints can lead to improved177

robotic performance.178
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3. Statistical model development methodology179

3.1. Overview180

The statistical models for fruit detectability include the following steps181

(Figure 1):182

1. Definition of controllable and measurable variables. These are183

the commutative variables controlling the viewpoint (such as pose and184

orientation), the illumination (e.g., intensity, direction) and describing185

the environment (such as cultivar and growing practices, time along186

the growing season).187

2. Data acquisition protocol design. This is the ground truth view-188

point information acquisition and experimental design phase enabling189

data acquisition in a range of values of the defined variables. The190

experimental protocol determines the dataset size, as well as the com-191

binations of variable values.192

3. Data processing. Including labeling and tagging of the targets by a193

human observer who marks a ROI of the target (e.g., fruit). The fruit194

may be additionally classified into fully visible, partially occluded and195

truncated fruit as common in the computer vision community [15].196

4. Definition of performance measures and statistical modeling.197

The performance measure of a good viewpoint is defined in a commuta-198

tive manner. It provides an overall descriptive statistical evaluation of199

the current detectability and weighted viewpoint score, given the mea-200

sured variables, and evaluates the prediction capabilities, given new201

values of the variables.202

3.2. Controllable and measurable variables203

Each additional variation of environment, object and robotic features204

carries additional observations. Therefore, to generate a detectability model,205

acquisition of large datasets in predefined conditions are required. This is of-206

ten challenging due to the harsh outdoor conditions. Therefore, this research207

aims to determine a subset of controllable and measurable variables that can208

be automatically acquired by a robotic harvester to reduce the volume of209

acquired data. A statistical model is generated only for those variables and210

in a back elimination process the suggestions for best variable combinations211

are produced. In this case the data quantity required is still significant, but212

is obtainable using an automatic acquisition protocol.213
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Figure 1: Flowchart of overall statistical modeling of detectability.
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The controllable spatial parameters aim to define the relation between the214

geometrical placement of the sensor compared to the fruits position and the215

greenhouse lane. This includes distance, tilt and azimuth angle that are216

derived from both the sensors geometric parameters (e.g., position and ori-217

entation) as well as the position of the robot within the greenhouse lane, the218

distance between lanes, the height of the cart on which the robot is placed,219

physical size of the robot, and the height of the plants.220

Machine vision in outdoor conditions must cope with highly varying illumi-221

nation conditions [37]. Hence, it is important to ensure the dataset includes222

a large variability in illumination; this is achieved by acquiring images at223

different times along the day, at different locations within the greenhouse224

and at different angles towards the sun.225

Although natural illumination intensity can be measured using an external226

illumination sensor since the values are subject to extreme changes in a mat-227

ter of split seconds, addressing the natural light magnitude as an accurate228

measurable parameter was excluded. Therefore, this is an uncontrollable229

variable. Some methods aim to cope with natural illumination by using ar-230

tificial illumination [38, 39]. Therefore, the presence of artificial illumination231

is defined as a controllable variable.232

The environmental parameters are defined as measurable parameters.233

These are the most complicated parameters to quantify due to the afore-234

mentioned high variability which are not always known in advance. The235

environmental parameters that highly challenges the detection are those af-236

fecting the expected occlusion. This includes the orientation of the lanes and237

the side of the lane on which the harvesting is performed [40], the fruit va-238

riety, the plant hardiness zone which determines if a plant is likely to thrive239

at a location [41], time since planting and time since last harvest.240

To focus the question on the choice of the correct sensing point given a241

static hardware setting, for the purpose of this thesis, all hardware related242

parameters including optical parameters (e.g., lens configuration), robotic243

parameters (e.g., DOF, length of robotic arm), and illumination parameters244

(e.g., flash illumination) are assumed to be measurable and not controllable.245

This allows repeatability in greenhouse conditions, minimizing the amount of246

physical changes performed in the field and therefore minimizing the chance247

of human error and hardware fault in the acquisition protocol.248

Given an eye-in-hand sensing configuration, the controllable variables are249

defined as follows:250
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Figure 2: Definition of a viewpoint by distance and two angles tilt and azimuth. Left:
the definitions; Middle and Right: estimations by defining the distance to be the distance
to the isle and the azimuth and tilt angle to be θa and θt accordingly as seen from a top
and side views of the greenhouse lane.

• Spatial variables. Variables describing the spatial orientation of the251

sensory system. A viewpoint is defined by three controllable spatial252

variables (Figure 2) distance to fruit, tilt angle, and azimuth angle.253

• Camera variables. Variables describing the sensing equipment (e.g.,254

lens configuration, resolution and aperture).255

• Illumination variables. Variables describing the presence of artificial256

illumination.257

In addition to the controllable variables, measurable variables that influ-258

ence the target detectability are defined as measurable environmental vari-259

ables. These variables are environmental dependent variables that describe260

the scene in which the robot operates. The variables include: number of261

weeks since beginning of harvesting season, days since last harvesting and262

direction of the natural light (e.g, the orientation of the lanes in terms of263

north/west and the side of the lane being harvested - Figure 3).264

At the beginning of the growing season, the scene is less occluded since it265

has less leaves, allowing better target detectability. The number of days since266

last harvesting affects the number of targets to be detected. The direction of267

the natural light can create overexposure of the images acquired if directed268

towards the cameras and, therefore, creates a challenge for detection, both269

for a human observer and for autonomous detection algorithms (Figure 4).270
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Figure 3: Peppers to be harvested from each side of the stems are those between the robot
arm and the stems. Given a stem oriented south-north the peppers to be harvested from
lane 1 are facing west and the ones to be harvested in lane 2 are facing east.

Figure 4: Images taken in different seasonal conditions. Left: beginning of season, 3 days
since last harvesting; Middle: end of season, harvesting performed 2 days prior acquisition;
Right: challenging lighting conditions when images taken against the light.
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3.3. Data acquisition protocol design271

The acquisition protocol is defined to ensure images are acquired in a272

wide range of possible controllable variables (i.e., different viewpoints and273

different illumination conditions) and environmental variables (i.e., different274

greenhouses, different times along the season and different orientations to the275

sun).276

The databases should be acquired according to the protocols described in277

Figure 5, in different environmental and acquisition conditions, to provide a278

wide range of values for the measurable and controllable variables.279

The viewpoints must be defined so as to cover the workable area of the robotic280

harvester, under the assumption of obstacles randomly oriented and occlud-281

ing the fruits. A robotic harvester operates in the greenhouse by picking282

fruits from each side of the growing lane, similar to the operation of manual283

workers in the field. Attempting to harvest a plant only from one side of the284

lane, by reaching fruits hanging on the opposite side of the stem, is in risk of285

hurting the stems which are a viable part of the plant causing severe financial286

lost to the greenhouse [42, 1]. Therefore, fruits hanging on the opposite side287

of the stem, where the stem is in between the camera and the fruit should be288

harvested from the opposite side of the stem in the next lane (Figure 3). Al-289

gorithms have been developed to avoid the stem [43] and perform harvesting290

of such fruits, but they do not justify the robotic operation on only one side291

of the lane. Furthermore, the further the fruit is hanging from the robotic292

arm the more obstacles are present both for detection and for reaching the293

fruit without hurting the plant. Fruits that are not visible from either side294

of the lane are to be disregarded and cannot be harvested.295

As a result, for obtaining ground truth information, the viewpoints must be296

selected to cover half a cylinder of radius RS around the stem (Figure 6). Rs297

is to be defined by the expected size of the fruit peduncles of the specific fruit298

to be harvested. The robotic manipulator is capable of covering a sphere of299

radius Rr. The intersection between the robotic approachable sphere and300

the cylinder of interest generates a reachable area by the robot within the301

vegetation.302

Given a sensor with vertical and horizontal angles of view of θCV and θCH303

the area within the robot reachable area within the vegetation is defined as304

presented in Figure 6, assuming no occlusions are present. As a result, the305

combination of viewpoints required for ground truth acquisition is defined in306

a way they will cover the robot reachable area within the vegetation (Figure307

6).308
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Figure 5: Acquisition protocol.

Figure 6: Viewpoints covering area with no occlusion present.
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3.4. Data processing309

The collected RGB images data should be tagged for ground truth col-310

lection. The tagging process includes marking of a rectangular ROI around311

the object by an annotator. The ground truth collection process is according312

to the detectability ground truth collection process described in Section 2.1.313

Additionally, the annotators performance should be measured by providing314

the distribution of size of the pepper tagged as described in Section 3.5. The315

applied protocol is described in details in Section 4.2.316

3.5. Definition of performance measures and statistical modeling317

3.5.1. Predictive statistical models versus correlation exploration and descrip-318

tive statistics319

The detectability and visibility research for harvesting robotics to date320

[4, 5] focused on finding a set of controllable parameters under the presence321

of measurable parameters that will be positively correlated to the visibility322

and detectability rates. This allows insights into what controllable variables323

values are preferable for better detection and visibility. This kind of de-324

scriptive statistics and correlation exploration, define the possible variables325

implicating detectability in the setting described.326

However, the ability to generalize the model to new observations from the327

same population, and to other populations [44] is another important aspect328

that must be addressed. After defining a set of parameters that positively329

correlates with detectability and visibility a prediction model of detectability330

for a new scene is viable. This enables to generate a sensing plan to be ex-331

ecuted by the robot prior to harvesting. As aforementioned, the generation332

of an analytical model is highly unlikely in the highly variable setting, where333

all parameters cannot be determined a-priori and even when defined cannot334

always be tracked. Furthermore, no attempt to prove causation relations335

[45] between the controllable and measurable parameters and the predicted336

detectability is needed for the robot to perform adequately.337

The model aims to provide an empirical prediction model based on data gath-338

ered in similar environmental and robotic conditions to the one the harvester339

will be operating in. This allows homogeneity in the unmeasurable environ-340

mental parameters that creates more adequate combination of controllable341

variables to the described setting. The prediction model is evaluated for its342

prediction capabilities using goodness of fit measures [44, 46].343

The modeling methodology can be performed repetitively before each har-344

vesting session for the specific data. A harvesting session can be defined as345
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a greenhouse lane, day of the week, growing month or any other interval346

that supplies additional variability for which a previously trained model is347

not valid any longer. The modeling protocol allows to define the ranges of348

controllable parameters values that are most suitable for the current setting,349

and the evaluation of significant and insignificant variables. An additional350

requirement for defining a repetitive detectability model is the definition of351

the training set, as described below.352

3.5.2. Sample size353

In order to find statistically significant variables, the null hypothesis of354

absence of effects must be rejected. The power of the reject depends on the355

number of samples [47], where more samples enlarge the chances to find sta-356

tistically significant variables. Obtaining detectability ground truth informa-357

tion requires annotators reviewing large number of images for each training358

scene which is a tedious task and is a time consuming operation limiting the359

amount of data to be analyzed.360

Therefore, an important decision is the minimal sample size necessary to361

define a prediction model for a given set of variables. This question is ad-362

dressed by modeling the detectability based on training datasets of varying363

sizes. The largest training dataset defined the variables significance for de-364

tectability prediction in the given environment. The minimal training set365

is defined as the minimal training set size for which the variables that were366

found significant in the largest dataset are still significant.367

To develop the model, the acquired dataset is usually split between training368

and testing data sets [3, 48]. The spatial-temporal relations between con-369

secutive scenes can influence the model development and hence this must be370

considered in the splitting of data. In a random training-testing split (Figure371

7) random scenes are used for training of the model and testing of its goodness372

of fit. Since additional variations in objects and environment are expected373

due to temporal and spatial effects, where scenes acquired chronologically in374

space or time have more common features than random scenes taken within375

the same experiment, the training and testing scenes can be considered to be376

chronologically split as opposed to a random split. In this case of temporal377

split the detectability prediction model trained on a set of consecutive scenes378

is applied to test scenes chronologically placed after the training set (Figure379

7). The random splits expected to yield a more general detectability pre-380

diction model that is less fitted for each individual scene while the temporal381

split is expected to yield more accurate prediction results.382
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Figure 7: Example of a set splitting into training and test sets.

3.5.3. Descriptive measures383

Given the detected number of targets in the image and the ground truth384

information collected for the overall number of targets available in the scene,385

two measures were defined, as described in Equations 1-2. The proportion386

of visible targets Pi is defined in Equation 1.387

388

Pi =
Ti
T

(1)

where Ti is the number of targets detected from viewpoint i and T is the joint389

number of targets seen from all viewpoints taken at the scene. The proportion390

of visible targets from multiple viewpoints Pij is defined in Equation 2.391

Pij =
Tij
T

(2)

where Tij is the joint number of targets seen from viewpoints i and j.392

The detected targets can be fully visible, partially occluded or truncated393

(Figure 8). The weighted score of a viewpoint, as function of detected target394

type k (fully visible, partially occluded or truncated) is defined according to395

Equation 3.396

Si =
w′Tik
T

;∀k =


1 Fully − visible
2 Partially − occluded
3 Truncated

(3)

where w is the relative weight given to each target type, and Tik is the397

number of targets detection from viewpoint i of type k.398

The following weight vectors are defined:399

• Detectability weights. In this case the weight of all detected peppers400

are equal. Important to note that given equal weights for each target401

type (w = ~1) the score results in Pi = Si.402
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Figure 8: Example of a tagged image and the classification of the marked peppers into
ROIs of 3 types: fully visible, partially occluded, and truncated.

• Relative weight. Given the assumption that occluded peppers are403

more difficult to detect than truncated or full visible peppers a weight404

of 0.5 is given for occluded peppers, 0.7 for truncated peppers and 1405

for fully visible peppers.406

Additionally, to evaluate the minimal size of a detectable pepper by an an-407

notator the bounding box area Ai is measured as the number of pixels of408

the marked bounding box for pepper i. Then the relative bounding box area409

RAi is defined according to Equation 4.410

RAi = 100
Ai

M ∗N
(4)

Where M and N are the height and width of the image respectively.411

3.5.4. Detectability modeling under spatial and temporal viewpoints412

A back-elimination Poisson regression with a log link function [49] mod-413

eling technique was performed to model the relation between the controllable414

parameters and the detectability of the targets in given measurable environ-415

mental conditions. This technique, especially suitable for count-data such416

as the number of detected fruit in an image, enables to define a short list417

of statistically significant controllable variables. Modeling the number of de-418

tected peppers in an image as a function of the controllable variables provides419

additional insights. The outputs include:420
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• Statistically significant variables. These enable distinction be-421

tween differences in detection rate correlated to the controllable pa-422

rameters and empirical random error.423

• Regression weights. These enable analysis of the correlation between424

the statistically significant controllable variables and the number of425

detected peppers in terms of positive and negative influence (positive426

weights and negative weights).427

• Statistically significant interaction variables. By including the428

interaction variables, an analysis of the joint relation of the controllable429

variables on detectability prediction is performed.430

• Prediction model. Prediction of the expected number of peppers,431

given new values of the significant controllable parameters.432

While the statistically significant variables (independent or interactions433

between them) and regression weights are investigated to research the rela-434

tion between the variables and detectability, the prediction model aims to435

explore the ability of the given variables to predict the detectability for a436

given viewpoint. Each tagged dataset was separated into two sets: (i) a437

training set that includes a subset of scenes used for learning the model of438

the number of targets as a function of the viewpoints variables, and (ii) a439

test set to evaluate the prediction model, given a new scene.440

Since some variations of the object and the environment are not random,441

consecutive scenes are expected to have common features. To explore the442

temporal relations, as opposed to general spatial relations, within the data,443

the datasets were split using two different methods: random split, and444

temporal split. The random split divides the entire dataset into random445

training sets and random test set according to the defined train:test ratio and446

sample size (Figure 7). The temporal split defines the number of consecutive447

scenes involved in the training set and the number of consecutive scenes in-448

volved in the test set, where the test set is chronological to the training set449

(Figure 7). Consecutive temporal split training sets generated are overlap-450

ping.451

To evaluate the sensitivity of the model to the number of scenes included for452

the training set, and to derive the minimal number of scenes required for ex-453

ploring the relation between the detectability and the viewpoint spatial vari-454

ables, the following ratios were considered: 90:10,80:20,70:30,60:40,50:50,40:60,30:70,20:80,10:90.455

For each split dataset the following measures are calculated:456
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• Minimum training set size. The significance of the variables found457

statistically significant for the full database is re-evaluated for the458

smaller training subset to define the minimal training set for which459

the found spatial variables remain statistically significant.460

• Root mean square error (RMSE). A goodness of fit measure of461

the prediction model, defined in Equation 5:462

RMSE =

√∑ (Ti − T̂i)2
N

(5)

where Ti is the actual number of detected peppers, T̂i is the predicted463

number of detected peppers and N is the number of scenes in the test464

set used for the evaluation.465

• Willmotts index of agreement (IOA). A goodness of fit measure466

[46] for the prediction model defined in Equation 6.467

IOA = 1−
∑

(T − T̂i)2∑
(|T̂i − T̄ |+ |Ti − T̄ |)2

(6)

where T̄ is the average number of detected peppers in a viewpoint.468

4. Detectability analysis for a case study of sweet peppers469

4.1. Databases470

A dataset of 1312 images of sweet peppers (Capsicum annuum L.) with471

a total of 798 sweet peppers annotations were acquired in three different472

greenhouses in different seasons (beginning, middle and end of the season)473

using two different acquisition methods (manual and autonomous) and two474

illumination types (artificial and natural). More details about the databases475

are given in Table 1 while the list of used viewpoints is defined in Table 2.476

The viewpoints are determined according to the guidelines defined in Section477

3.3, given a 2-4 cm length of the peduncle RS for sweet peppers [35]. The478

acquisition was performed as follows:479

1. Fully autonomous, mid-season database (DB#1). The database480

was acquired in a commercial greenhouse in Ijsselmuiden, Netherlands481

with growing lanes oriented approximately southwest-northeast, using a482
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6 degree of freedom manipulator (Fanuc LR Mate 200iD/7L), equipped483

with an iDS Ui-5250RE RGB camera with a Lensagon CMFA0420ND484

4.166mm lens set at minimal aperture to automatically acquire im-485

ages from 14 viewpoints defined with both artificial and non-artificial486

illumination conditions [50].487

2. Manually acquired, end of season database (DB#2). The database488

was acquired manually in a commercial greenhouse in Kamehin, Israel,489

growing lanes oriented approximately north-south, using the same RGB490

camera with a Tamron M118FM12 lens with a focal length of 12mm491

and minimal aperture mounted on a 3 degree of freedom tripod, both492

in artificial and non-artificial illumination conditions.493

3. Fully autonomous, beginning of season database (DB#3). The494

database was acquired in a research greenhouse at Sint-Katelijne-Waver,495

Belgium with growing lanes oriented approximately southwest north-496

east and artificial growing lights conditions, using a 6 degree of freedom497

manipulator (Fanuc LR Mate 200iD), equipped with the same RGB498

camera with a Lensagon CMFA0420ND 4.166mm lens set at minimal499

aperture to automatically acquire images from 12 viewpoints with ar-500

tificial illumination conditions.501

Two acquisition protocols were applied for image acquisition (Figure 5): a502

centering approach and random acquisition approach. In the centering ap-503

proach, applied to DB#1 and DB#3, the sensory system was manually cen-504

tered in front of a pepper or a cluster of peppers, and then the acquisition505

was performed. DB#1 includes several random positions and rows within506

the greenhouse, while DB#3 is a smaller set acquired from a single row on507

two sides with scenes spatially ordered one after the other. DB#3 did not508

include any natural lighting conditions. In the random acquisition approach,509

applied to DB#2, the system was manually set to a given height and then510

the acquisition was performed by manually moving the sensory system along511

the lane; images were acquired at a constant distance of 1m apart.512

4.2. Target identification - image processing, annotation and ground truth513

measurements514

The acquired images were processed by window based manual tagging,515

using the MatlabLTD Training Image Labeler tool (Computer Vision System516

Toolbox). The annotator was requested to draw a bounding box around all517

visible ripe peppers. A ripe pepper was defined as a pepper with a minimal518
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Table 1: Databases description

Feature DB#1 DB#2 DB#3
No of scenes 32 16 8
Illumination conditions Artificial/Natural Artificial/Natural Artificial
Growing lights Natural Natural Artificial
Lanes orientation SW-NE N-S SW-NE
Greenhouse Netherlands Israel Belgium
Weeks since season start 22 45 3
Days since last harvest 3 2 3
Acquisition mode Autonomous Manual Autonomous
Resolution 1280X960 1600X1200 800X600
Focal length 4mm 12mm 4mm

Table 2: Viewpoint description for each database.
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Figure 9: Labeling process - window based manual tagging.

coloration of 20% of the visible area evaluated visually by the annotator. In519

case of truncated or occluded peppers, the annotator was asked to draw a520

ROI around the visible area only. The annotator continues until satisfied521

with the results. The result of the tagging is a set of peppers ROIs, as shown522

in Figure 9. The annotator was also requested to classify each tagged pepper523

in each image of DB#3 into one of three categories: (i) fully visible; (ii)524

partially occluded; (iii) truncated. The annotator was directed to mark fully525

visible peppers if they are not occluded or truncated by more than 10% of526

the area. In case peppers were both occluded and truncated, the peppers527

were classified as occluded. No specifications of the occlusion type (stems,528

leaves, other peppers, foreign object in the images) were noted.529

The output of the labeling process is a set of image coordinates representing530

the tagged peppers. The tagging process is then translated into a dataset,531

defining the number of targets tagged for each image.532

The annotator was requested to tag the image by reviewing both the image533

with natural light (available in DB#1 and DB#2) and with artificial illumi-534

nation (Figure 10), resulting in a single merged ROI.535

The mutual number of targets detected from multiple viewpoints was also536

evaluated by manual review of each couple of images taken from two view-537

points, and manual assessment of the number of joint targets seen from each538

combination. The output of the tagging is a set of viewpoint combinations539

and the number of joint targets detected.540
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Figure 10: Same image taken with artificial illumination (left) and natural overexposed
light (right).

Figure 11: Distribution of RAi in DB#2 (Left) and DB#3 (Right).

4.3. Minimal detectability of annotators541

Bounding box areas Ai and relative bounding box area RAi (Equation 4)542

were calculated for each annotation of DB#2 and DB#3 (Figure 11). The543

minimal RAi for DB#2 was 0.7% which is equivalent to a bounding box544

area Ai of 13440 px. The minimal RAi for DB#3 was 0.21% which is the545

equivalent to a bounding box area Ai of 1024px.546

4.4. Single viewpoint results547

The average detectability of each viewpoint across all scenes acquired is548

presented in Figure 12. Early in the harvesting season a single viewpoint549

provides between 40-90% detectability. In mid-season 40%-60% of the fruit550

are detected from one viewpoint. At the end of the season only 20-30% fruit551

are detected. However, the average detectability of the different viewpoints552
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is 60%-70%, both at the beginning of the season and in the middle of the553

season, indicating the importance of finding the best viewpoint.554

Detectability results for DB#2 are significantly lower than for DB#1 and555

DB#3, as expected, due to the harsh environmental conditions caused by556

the fact that it was later in the season, where the occlusion is maximal.557

Additionally, the acquisition was shortly after the previous harvesting and558

the sensing rig was randomly placed along the lane, resulting in a significantly559

lower number of detected targets, as well as lower detectability rates.560

Detectability analysis as a function of the viewpoint features: distance561

(Table 3), tilt (Table 4) and azimuth angles (Table 5), are presented. Results562

show higher detectability with an increase in the distance to the target, which563

can be explained by a wider overview taken at a greater distance. The incon-564

sistent rise of detectability as a function of distance in DB#3 can be explained565

by the uneven number of viewpoints taken from each distance according to566

the protocol (i.e., one viewpoint from 17cm as opposed to four viewpoints567

from 19cm). Positive tilt, in which the camera faces upwards, resulted in568

better detection results than negative tilt, and in some cases in results equiv-569

alent to detection results at 0 tilt. This supports previous findings [4] that570

suggested that optimal viewpoints are those facing upwards. Variations in571

the azimuth angle showed an inconsistent effect on detectability. In DB#1572

no azimuth was preferred, while in DB#2 both positive and negative azimuth573

angles equally increased detection. Finally, in DB#3 positive azimuth angles574

gathered significantly better results than negative azimuth angles.575

A closer look into the correlation between the lane side and the azimuth576

angle, described for DB#2 (Table 6), reveals that the preference to positive577

or negative azimuth dependents on the side of the lane. For the side of the578

lane with peppers facing west viewpoints with positive azimuth angles have579

a better detection rate than viewpoints with negative azimuth angles. For580

the side of the lane where the peppers are facing east, the detection rate581

for negative azimuth angles is lower than for positive azimuth angles. These582

results are also supported by DB#3, which yields better results for positive583

azimuth angles. The negative azimuth angle value seems to be too large for584

the given conditions, providing significantly lower detection results. DB#3585

yielded similar detection results for both sides of the lane, which can be ex-586

plained by the presence of the artificial growing lights that evened out the587

natural orientation of the lane, as opposed to DB#2. Unfortunately, data on588

lane side of DB#1 were not part of the acquisition protocol.589
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Table 3: Detectability results, single viewpoint by distance.

DB#1 DB#2 DB#3
Distance

(mm)
Detection

(Pi)
Distance

(mm)
Detection

(Pi)
Distance

(mm)
Detection

(Pi)
300 52% 400 19% 70 61%
350 58% 700 27% 80 56%
450 61% 90 64%

100 55%
170 76%
190 74%

Table 4: Detectability results, single viewpoint by tilt angle.

DB#1 DB#2 DB#3
Tilt

(deg)
Detection

(Pi)
Tilt

(deg)
Detection

(Pi)
Tilt

(deg)
Detection

(Pi)
-22 56% -30 5% -20 46%
0 54% 0 29% 0 63%
22 64% 30 23% 10 56%

20 79%

Table 5: Detectability results, single viewpoint by azimuth angle.

DB#1 DB#2 DB#3
Azimuth

(deg)
Detection

(Pi)
Azimuth

(deg)
Detection

(Pi)
Azimuth

(deg)
Detection

(Pi)
-45 47% -50 27% -50 54%
0 62% 0 20% 0 64%
45 51% 50 27% 20 75%

Table 6: Detectability results, single viewpoint by azimuth angle and lane side for DB#2,
DB#3. For DB#2 lane sides (1) West (2) East. For DB#3 lane side (1)Southeast (2)
Northwest.

DB#2 DB#3
Azimuth/
Lanes side

-50 0 50 Total -50 0 20 Total

1 31% 26% 19% 26% 52% 66% 67% 65%
2 21% 12% 38% 19% 56% 63% 80% 63%
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Table 7: Weighted viewpoint score as function of weights (WF fully visible weight, WT

truncated weight, Wo - occluded weight) and distance for DB#3.

Weighted viewpoints score(Si)
Distance (mm) WF = 1 WT = 1 Wo = 0 WF = 1 WT = 0.7 Wo = 0.5

70 61% 42%
80 56% 41%
90 64% 40%
100 55% 39%
170 76% 57%
190 74% 54%

Table 8: Weighted viewpoint score as function of weights (WF fully visible weight, WT

truncated weight, WO - occluded weight) and tilt angle for DB#3.

Weighted viewpoints score(Si)
Tilt (deg) WF = 1 WT = 1 Wo = 0 WF = 1 WT = 0.7 Wo = 0.5

-20 46% 36%
0 63% 44%
10 56% 43%
20 79% 55%

4.5. Weighted viewpoint score results590

Results of the weighted viewpoint score, Equation 4, as function of the591

weights and distance are presented in Table 7. Results show expected lower592

scores for vectors with lower values of WF + WT + WO, but consistency in593

rise in score with higher distance, found for detectability Pi. Results of the594

weighted score as function of tilt angle (Table 8) prioritize positive tilt to595

negative tilt, for all weights. Results of the weighted score as function of az-596

imuth angle (Table 9) show preference to positive azimuth angles consistently597

for all weight vectors.598

4.6. Combined viewpoints results599

The results of the combined viewpoint analysis performed on DB#1 (Ta-600

ble 10) suggest that the right combination of viewpoints can raise the de-601

Table 9: Weighted viewpoint score as function of weights (WF fully visible weight, WT

truncated weight, WO - occluded weight) and azimuth angle for DB#3.

Weighted viewpoints score(Si)
Azimuth (deg) WF = 1 WT = 1 Wo = 0 WF = 1 WT = 0.7 Wo = 0.5

-50 54% 41%
0 64% 46%
20 75% 51%
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Figure 12: Detectability results, single viewpoint.

tection from the range of 40%-60% for a single viewpoint up to 85% for602

a combination of viewpoints. The best results are achieved by combining603

different sets of tilt and azimuth angles. For example, the combination of604

viewpoints 2 and 4 (Table 2) yields the best results in this case (85%); the605

combination of the distance of 450mm from different tilt angles (0◦ and 22◦)606

and different azimuth angles (45◦ and 0◦) yields the best results. However,607

it must be noted that none of these viewpoints are the best single view-608

point, which is viewpoint 1 (69% detectability). The detection Pi of those609

viewpoints, when analyzed as a single viewpoint (59% and 65%, accordingly,610

for viewpoints 2 and 4), do not yield the best detectability results. However,611

their combination yields the best results, probably due to the variation in the612

tilt and azimuth angles. On the other hand, the combination of viewpoint 7613

and viewpoint 12 yields the worst results in this case (53%) and are, accord-614

ing to the protocol, a combination of the same tilt angle (0◦) and azimuth615

angles (−45◦) but a variation in distance (300mm and 350mm, accordingly).616

In this case, the simple change in distance with no change in angles yields617

very little additional detectability, since viewpoint 7 alone provides 43% de-618

tectability while viewpoint 12 alone provides 46% detectability.619

Analyzing the fruit detectability dependence on distance to fruit suggests620

that combinations of higher distances provide better detection results, while621

repeating the same higher distance is better than a combination of lower622

distances (Table 11). Analysis by tilt angle (Table 11) suggests that the623
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Table 10: Detectability results, combined viewpoints for DB#1.

combination of positive tilt and 0 tilt yields best detection results. Analysis624

by azimuth angle (Table 11) suggests that the combination of no azimuth625

with a positive azimuth provides the best detection.626

These results are similar to the single viewpoint results. Greater dis-627

tance and positive tilt yield better detectability in both single and combined628

viewpoints. The combined viewpoints analysis provides additional insights,629

suggesting combining viewpoints with different angles for a better overview630

of the scene. Combining different distances does not provide significant addi-631

tional detectability, and higher distance of any viewpoint is always preferable.632

This is though limited both by the greenhouse size and the resolution of the633

camera. Therefore, this conclusion is defined under the assumption that the634

camera controllable parameters remain static and that the variation of dis-635

tances is within the close range to the distances presented, to which these636

conclusions can be extrapolated.637

4.7. Detectability modeling results638

The results of the detectability model for DB#1 (Table 12) support the639

descriptive results, with statistically significant correlation between distance640

and number of detected peppers (p.value 0.045), as well as near statistically641

significant correlation for tilt (p.value 0.061). Both variables present positive642
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Table 11: Detectability results, combined viewpoints for DB#1 by distance, tilt and az-
imuth.

correlation with the number of detected peppers, implying that for higher643

distance and tilt, the expected number of detected peppers is higher. The644

results of DB#2 (Table 12) show significance for lane side with positive cor-645

relation (implying a higher number of peppers detected when the peppers646

are facing east) and for the interaction between the distance and the tilt.647

While this interaction was found to be statistically significant, the regression648

weight is negligible. For DB#3 (Table 12), all three controllable variables649

revealed a statistically significant positive relation.650

In order to retain the discovered relation between the distance and tilt, and651

the number of detected peppers, a minimum of 12-16 scenes (40%-50% train-652

ing ratio) is needed for DB#1 (Table 13). A smaller dataset, results in a loss653

of the ability to determine these features as significant. The minimum num-654

ber of scenes required for DB#3 is more challenging to define since it showed655

an inconsistent rise in p.values for smaller datasets. This could be related656

to the overall small number of scenes in DB#3 (8) compared to DB#1 (32).657

Nevertheless, a minimum of 4 scenes (50% training ratio) is the critical num-658

ber of scenes for which none of the features initially found significant in the659

overall dataset are significant any longer. DB#2 was not reviewed in this660

setting, due to the low significant results presented in the detectability mod-661

eling on the whole dataset presented in Table 12.662

The goodness of fit feature RMSE (Table 13), which aims to evaluate the663

ability of the model to predict the number of detected peppers, revealed an664

expected growth in error for smaller training datasets for DB#1 and DB#3.665

The range of values for the RMSE of DB#3 is higher than for DB#1. This666

can be explained by the smaller dataset in DB#3 and the higher variance of667

the overall number of targets visible in each scene in DB#3 (std=1.504) com-668

pared to DB#1(std=0.932). The values of the RMSE for all training-testing669

sets of DB#1 are significantly lower than the standard deviation, implying670

that the prediction model is significantly better than a T̄ model which con-671
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Table 12: Modeling results, including significant variables and interactions, and regression
weights.

DB#1 DB#2 DB#3
Regress.
weight

p.val
Regress.
weight

p.val
Regress.
weight

p.val

Control.
var.

Distance 0.001 0.045** - >0.1 2.38 0.042**
Tilt 0.006 0.061* - >0.1 0.009 0.022**
Azimuth - >0.1 - >0.1 0.005 0.043**
Lane side NA NA 0.668a 0.015** NA NA

Inter.
var.

Distance*Tilt - >0.1 <10−4 0.039** - >0.1
Distance*Azimuth - >0.1 - >0.1 - >0.1
Distance*Lane side NA NA - >0.1 NA NA
Tilt*Azimuth - >0.1 - >0.1 - >0.1
Tilt* Lane side NA NA - >0.1 NA NA
Azimuth* Lane side NA NA - >0.1 NA NA

a - Peppers facing east; *p.val¡0.1; **p.val¡0.05

stantly predicts only the average number of peppers. This suggests that the672

defined variables do indeed make the prediction more accurate. DB#3 did673

not yield similar results, suggesting that the size of the dataset is too low for674

an accurate perdition model.675

The IOA values remained relatively static for all train-test splitting ratios,676

presenting significantly higher values for DB#3 than for DB#1. This sug-677

gests that the prediction ability with the variability presented in DB#3 is678

significantly higher than in DB#1 due to the complexity of the scene in the679

middle of the growing season compared to complexity at the beginning of680

the season.681

Temporal analysis performed on DB#3 (Table 14) resulted in slightly lower682

RMSE values compared to the random split dataset, and similar IOA and683

spatial variable significance values. This implies that prediction in a tempo-684

ral manner is slightly better, but the training sets were too small to indicate685

if these results are significant.686

5. Conclusions687

This research provides a methodology to model fruit detectability based688

on data acquired automatically in the field. The methodology includes a pro-689

tocol for automatic data acquisition to ensure data includes the object, en-690

vironment and robot variability. Although the developed model was applied691

only for sweet pepper data analyses, it can be applied to model detectability692
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Table 13: Prediction model accuracy and significant variables at random train-test split.

DB#1 DB#3
Train
/test
ratio

No.
train

scenes

Dist
p.val

Tilt
p.val

RMSE IOA
No.

train
scenes

Dist.
p.val

Tilt
p.val

Azim.
p.val

RMSE IOA

90/10 28 0.099* 0.038** 0.849 0.342 NA
80/20 25 0.054* 0.084* 0.749 0.358 6 0.041** 0.097* 0.235 1.538 0.57
70/30 22 0.14 0.266 0.764 0.2 5 0.193 0.026** 0.086* 1.646 0.477
60/40 19 0.199 0.026** 0.957 0.236 NA
50/50 16 0.192 0.086* 0.861 0.273 4 0.427 0.067* 0.101 1.632 0.515
40/60 12 0.026** 0.050** 0.918 0.339 3 0.108 0.325 0.177 1.462 0.504
30/70 9 0.447 0.778 0.998 0.251 2 0.522 0.19 0.040** 1.495 0.564
20/80 6 0.609 0.134 0.935 0.268 1 0.189 0.969 0.313 1.656 0.525
10/90 3 0.307 0.941 1.005 0.362 NA

*p.val¡0.1, **p.val¡0.05

Table 14: Prediction model accuracy and significant variables at temporal train-test split,
DB#1. Average values across all possible combinations.

No of
train scenes

No of
test scenes

Distance
p.value

Tilt
p.val

Azim.
p.val

RMSE IOA

7 1 0.073 0.019 0.066 1.498 0.489
6 1 0.186 0.011 0.1 1.494 0.51
5 1 0.321 0.035 0.109 1.292 0.543
4 1 0.404 0.068 0.174 1.328 0.555
6 2 0.167 0.01 0.119 1.393 0.529
5 2 0.301 0.019 0.115 1.301 0.57
4 2 0.426 0.074 0.199 1.317 0.556
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of other fruit varieties.693

5.1. Viewpoints694

Choosing the right viewpoints or combination of viewpoints for detec-695

tion is crucial to provide high detectability rates in autonomous harvesting696

systems. For sweet pepper harvesting, at the beginning of the season it is697

crucial to determine the right viewpoint a-priori based on analyses on real698

data in real world conditions, since the difference between the detectability699

from the best viewpoint and the worst is up to 50%. In these less complex700

environmental conditions, a single best viewpoint can provide detection of701

up to 90%; therefore, it might be sufficient to perform detection with only702

one viewpoint. In mid-season the variation between viewpoints is only 20%.703

This means that it is still crucial to find the best viewpoint, but even the704

best one will provide only up to 70% detectability, and the key for sufficient705

detectability for robotic harvesting lies in combining multiple viewpoints.706

Hence, it is important to employ the methods presented in this chapter to707

determine the best combination of viewpoints.708

Distance from fruit has significant influence on detectability, with greater709

distance resulting in better detectability. However, this of course depends on710

sensor and robot specifications (e.g., resolution, reachability) and on green-711

house conditions (e.g., lane width, plant density). Moreover, the distance712

cannot be used as a sole predictor of detectability, since the same distance713

revealed different detectability rates in different growing conditions.714

Positive tilt angles yields better detectability. In some of the environmental715

conditions, the differences between no tilt and positive tilt were not very716

significant. The azimuth angle does not influence detectability as an inde-717

pendent parameter. However, when analyzed in combination with the lane718

side, better results are achieved with positive azimuth angles for peppers719

facing east and with negative azimuth angles for peppers facing west. This720

can be explained by the direction of leaf growth in relation to the sun.721

Weighted viewpoints score results resulted in similar viewpoints for im-722

proved detectability. Therefore, the recommended viewpoints in the case723

study of sweet peppers remain those with positive tilts, higher distance and724

in some cases positive azimuth.725

The combined viewpoint analysis revealed that in mid-season 85% of the726

fruits can be detected for a combination of viewpoints; this represents a727

significant increase in detectability from 40%-60% from a single viewpoint.728

In-depth analysis suggests that a combination of viewpoints with different729
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spatial angles (tilt and azimuth) provides better detectability. The highest730

chosen distance should remain static, since a combination of lower and higher731

distances does not provide additional detectability compared to the higher732

distance alone.733

5.2. Detectability modeling and training set minimal size734

The statistical modeling results support the conclusions of the descriptive735

statistics, where, in most cases, distance and tilt yielded a positive relation736

to detectability. The data from DB#2 showed too harsh conditions to en-737

able proper modeling, with too low detection rates to statistically model738

detectability.739

The prediction results of the detectability modeling revealed that a minimum740

of 40%-50% training ratio (∼ 12 scenes) is necessary in order to be able to741

discover the statistically significant spatial variables. Beginning of the season742

measurements in DB#3 showed better predictability results, due to the less743

occluded scenes present at the beginning of the season and the consistent744

environmental variables, such as orientation of the lane and placement in the745

greenhouse.746

Temporal analysis of DB#3 revealed a slight reduction in RMSE, but747

similar results to the RMSE of random split. This suggests that the size of748

the dataset was too low for significant environmental differences between the749

first and the last scenes.750

5.3. Applicability of the results751

This research provides an important step towards improving detection752

rates, which are currently a bottleneck to robotic harvesting, by finding the753

best viewpoints to increase detectability. Results indicate in which condi-754

tions multiple viewpoints are necessary in order to increase detection rates.755

The specific viewpoints for sweet pepper harvesting were determined in a756

systematic manner.757

The ground truth measured in this research is based on a human annotator758

that marks acquired images, but eliminates a need of a human in the field759

for ground truth acquisition which is a tedious task. With the advancement760

of learning algorithms [2, 3] ideal detection can become feasible and enable761

to replace human annotators for providing ground truth.762

This research also provides a methodology for identifying controllable763

variables that significantly affect the detectability rate. Using the defined764
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protocols similar detectability models can be applied to other robotic har-765

vesters aiming to provide prediction of detectability given a set of controllable766

variables that are manageable by the provided hardware. If a given harvester767

is equipped with additional degrees of freedom such as dynamic lens or ar-768

tificial lighting these can also be included into the model by following the769

protocol described.770

In this work natural illumination was not noted as a measurable variable.771

The values were subject to extreme changes and therefore manual measure-772

ments were not feasible. In a system equipped with an autonomous natural773

light sensor the influence of it should be evaluated along with development774

of algorithms that are robust to natural light fluctuations such as flash cut775

techniques [38]. Since in most research to date controlled illumination was776

used to overcome the natural illumination variability this was defined as a777

controllable variable.778

The developed methodologies can be applied to improve robotic harvesting of779

other crops in dense environments. Ongoing work aims to include the find-780

ings regarding the best viewpoints to improve the harvesting performance781

of a sweet pepper harvesting robot as a continuation of the European FP7782

project Clever Robots for Crops - CROPS1 [26, 51], and within the current783

European Horizon 2020 project SWEEPER [52].784
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